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Studio One is the perfect companion for the pro musician. Drag-and-drop MIDI tracks, loops, and automation and manage your productions in real-time using the Track tool. Automate with both MIDI and automation tools, then create a final mix in solo using the powerful
Console Track with its MIDI Transport and multitrack recording capabilities. Load your favorite virtual instruments or add-ons, then start recording. Studio One is a powerful, intuitive, yet simple, yet powerful and feature-filled production environment from PreSonus. Studio

One gets your music to the next level. Drag-and-drop, remix, and edit a track on the fly. Solo lets you make quick fixes and adjustments using the Track tool. Automatic tools like detune will help you make every track sound the way you want. The Console Track let you load
virtual instruments or other plug-ins and work with recorded tracks in a multitrack setup. Studio One is a powerful production environment that lets you be creative and do more with your music. Multi Instruments lets you use more than one instrument simultaneously in
your productions to create unique sonic textures. Create an instrument with two, three, or four channels, then control each channel with an Arpeggiator, Automation, and more. Impact XT gives you state-of-the-art R&B, Electronic, Industrial, and Hip Hop production tools.

Use the Project Page to remix, edit, and mix multiple tracks at the same time. The Project Page is the perfect companion to studio and stage performances. Edit tracks with Virtual Instruments and add effects in a matter of clicks. You can also easily export results to iTunes
and other media players using the batch export option.
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Studio One 5 brings powerful multi-tools to the stage: Take care of your audio with new tools for mastering, adding effects, organizing and grouping your audio to create your own signature style. When youre ready to transport your audience to the live performance, quickly
compile multiple project Playlists to create a live setlist. You can save the Setlist as a Demo or Song, or export the entire playlist as a MIDI file, making it easy to quickly share your music with friends and producers. In the Mix View, drag the slider across the Main Track to

alter the start point of the audio and adjust the compression of the recording. Drag the image buttons to adjust the Intensity and Presence of the audio, or use Cue Points to find the exact beat youre looking for in the Track. Send audio loops to the Arranger Track for instant
arrangement with multiple tracks, and drag audio and MIDI files from the Project List to create new Scenes, Instruments, and Automations. When you need to set the tempo of a Track, use the cross-fader to control the tempo directly or simply set a tempo to match the

tempo of a backing Track. Each Track is fully customizable with the Arranger Track. Drag the blue vertical sliders to change the signal flow and control the Accent and Reverb in real-time. Drag the horizontal sliders to change panning of the audio, and set the Scene Type,
Instruments, and Effects for each track. Drag the blue buttons to change the Pad size and output mode. Drag the cross-fader to control the Tempo, set Cue Points in the audio to mark the end of the track, and create automation buttons with different activation points.
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